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ABSTRACT
The article provides a comprehensive analysis of English terms of 

financial and economic discourse: their structure, semantics, features of 
functioning and translation. It was found that the peculiarities of the 
language of financial and economic texts is a low degree of emotionality, 
active use of professional terminology, figurative expressions as 
metaphors, winged expressions and figurative cliches. It was investigated 
that the most common and convenient tool for their translation is the 
choice of dictionary equivalent, in particular such varieties as translation 
by lexical equivalent (45.3 %) and translation by search for a variant match 
(10.1 %), which is natural, because this method is usually the most 
common when translating texts of many other types. The second most 
frequently used is transcoding, in particular, its varieties such as 
transcription (3.3 %), transliteration (4.3 %), mixed transcoding (14.3 %) 
and adaptive transcoding (11.7 %). Tracing (8.3 %) and descriptive 
translation (2.7 %) were less frequent.
Keywords: translation analysis, tracing, translation, term, transcoding, 
financial and economic discourse.
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1. Introduction
Globalization processes have covered all spheres of modern society. 

These processes are particularly rapid in countries that have recently 
embarked on a path of intensive economic development and follow 
democratic principles of national development. Ukraine is a member of 
various international organizations, which significantly affects its scientific 
and technological progress. There is no doubt that the economic and 
financial spheres are one of the most developed spheres of human life.

Each science seeks to streamline its terminology and achieve 
maximum accuracy and conciseness of each term, establishing an 
unambiguous relationship between the word and the term concept. 
During its formation and further, the terminology is constantly under the 
influence of living language and is the most sensitive to external influences 
part of the vocabulary. The emergence of new scientific and technical 
terms and entire terminological systems due to the development of 
various branches of science and technology, which, in turn, multiplies the 
vocabulary of the language. The rapid development of the economy and 
international integration have led to the intensive growth of economic and 
financial terminology and the need for its thorough study.

Study of English financial and economic vocabulary by domestic 
researchers and their attempts to standardize English borrowings in the 
Ukrainian language contribute to the adequate formation of Ukrainian 
terminological vocabulary of relevant industries, facilitate the search and 
understanding of specific economic information, optimize the processes of 
normalization and unification of various economic terminology.
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The generalized results of the conducted analysis are given in table 1

The European Union faces debt problems, its president 
warned yesterday

Prezydent Yevrosoyuzu poperedyv, shcho Yevrosoyuz 
zitknuvsya z borhovymy problemamy

Venture capitalists are used to looking at new ideas 
especially in hi-tech industries

Venchurni kapitalisty zvykly roz-hlyadaty novi ideyi, osoblyvo 
u sferi peredovykh tekhnolohiy

The instability of world currencies puts certain 
psychological press we w the currency market

Nestabil'nist' ^^^^^wlyuty chynyt' psykholohichnyy tysk 
na valyutnyy rynok

and economic texts
Table 1. Frequency of using different methods of translation of lexical units and lexical transformations in English financial

N° Ways of translating English terms

Frequency of use Illustrative examples

Quantitative 
indicator

% ratio English 
term

Ukrainian 
translation

1.

Choice of 
dictionary 
equivalent

Translation using the 
lexical equivalent 136 45.3 %

economics, 
money, 
market

ekonomika, hroshi, 
rynok

Translation by searching 
for a variant match 30 10.1 %

audit
audyt, perevirka, 
reviziya

2.

Transcoding

Transcription
10 3.3 %

trust, 

dividend trust, dyvidend

Transliteration
13 4.3 %

broker, 

import broker, Import

Mixed transcoding
43 14.3%

leasing, 

statistics lizynh, stotystyka

Adaptive transcoding 35 11.7 % budget 
deficit defitsyt byudzhetu

3. Tracing 25 8.3 % identifiable 
assets

identyfikovani 
aktyvy

4. Descriptive translation 8 2.7 % overdraft perevyshchennya 
kredytu

Total 300 100%

As can be seen from the table, the most common way in the process of translating English financial and 
economic texts into Ukrainian is the choice of a dictionary equivalent, in particular such varieties as translation by lexical 
equivalent (45.3 %) and translation by searching for a variant equivalent (10.1 %), which is natural, after all, this method 
is usually the most common when translating texts of many other types. The second most frequently used is 
transcoding, in particular its varieties such as transcription (3.3%), transliteration (4.3%), mixed transcoding (14.3%) 
and adaptive transcoding (11.7 %). Tracing (8.3 %) and descriptive translation (2.7 %) were much less frequent.
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uses different ways of reproducing English terms in the Ukrainian language, namely: transcoding, tracing, descriptive 
translation, etc. The basis of most methods of translating financial and economic terms is the choice of vocabulary.

4. Conclusions
As the analysis of special literature on translation and independent analysis of 300 terms of financial and 

economic discourse shows, the main difficulties in translating English terms lies in the fact, that the meanings of the 
term may belong to different sectors of the economy, finance, management, and therefore have different meanings. 
The exact value is determined by the context. Other difficulties may be caused by their, sometimes, complex structure 
or by the fact that the term is a neologism and has not yet been recorded in any dictionary.

Translation analysis of ways to reproduce English terms of financial and economic discourse revealed that the 
most common and convenient tool for their translation is the choice of dictionary equivalent, in particular such varieties 
as translation by lexical equivalent (45.3%) and translation by search for a variant match (10.1%), which is natural, 
because this method is usually the most common when translating texts of many other types. The second most 
frequently used is transcoding, in particular its varieties such as transcription (3.3%), transliteration (4.3%), mixed 
transcoding (14.3%) and adaptive transcoding (11.7%). Tracing (8.3%) and descriptive translation (2.7%) were less 
frequent.
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